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Style icon Aerin Lauder reveals what it means to live beautifullyExtravagant and fun to be
around, Estée Lauder, Aerin's grandmother, loved jewelry and chocolate-covered
marshmallows. She adored flowers and rooms full of exuberant patterns. When Aerin was a
child, weekend visits with Estée meant ice-cream-and-late-night-TV adventures and spending
time together at her grandmother's dressing-room table with its intriguing lipsticks and creams.
From an early age, Aerin understood that Estée's passion for family was equal to her love of
beauty.Now, Aerin has made this legacy her own. For the first time, she shares memories of the
family celebrations and world travel that formed her sense of style. Aerin opens the doors to her
New York apartment, where on any given night she might host a relaxed dinner with firends
under a vintage French chandelier or, just as often, an impromptu get-together for her sons.
Aerin also reveals how she preserved Estée's heritage in her former Hamptons home while
adding her own twists. The traditions Aerin has created in her own family--from pool parties with
her sons to walks along the beach collecting sea glass to breezy summer lunches--blend
elegance and fun in equal measure.Throughout this book, evocative photographs by Simon
Upton show Aerin's world in inspiring detail and enhance Aerin's insights into surrounding
oneself with beauty and family in every aspect of life.

About the AuthorAERIN LAUDER is the founder and creative visionary behind AERIN, a global
lifestyle brand that creates cosmetics, fashion accessories, and home décor. Aerin began her
career at Estée Lauder in 1992 and eventually became Creative Director and she continues to
hold the position of Style and Image Director for the Estée Lauder Companies. She has
appeared in the global ad campaign for Estée Lauder Private Collection perfume. She has also
been featured as a style icon in every major fashion and shelter magazine from Vogue to Elle
Decor to Women's Wear Daily. She lives in New York with her husband and two sons.  
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Anna, “Pretty coffee table book. Nice addition to my coffee table”

Ebook Library Reader, “Always Walk Away With A lesson Learned. When I’m reading a book I
always try to take away a lesson or at least some knowledge that I can apply to my own
life.Besides the great photos and a peak into the legacy and lifestyle of the heiress to a cosmetic
empire, Aerin Lauder shares how she gracefully honors her grandmother’s legacy while also
keeps true to her own aesthetic lifestyle that is realistic for her modern family.The photography is
gorgeous and the reader can definitely take away some design ideas. At the very least it’s a
pretty book and a fun glimpse into a totally different world.”

Summerhouse, “Beautiful Book. The book is beautiful, photographs exceptional!!”

Clark318830, “Made me smile. While I bought this book for a different reason, surprisingly it
reminded me of my special relationship with my late grandmother and family. I guess some
things are universal no matter where you come from.”

Nancy  Walder, “A pleasure. Consumate good taste”

Sara, “I liked this book. Part memoir part style inspiration. While I may not like all her style
choices or advice , it offers a solid guide to finding your own style while learning some
techniques and tips. It spans generations and incompases lots of different peoples tastes. I like
that. Life is not one size fits all and this book recognizes that and inspires you to find your style,
not just in a home, but also in life. It encourages you to take chances and dare. Aerin certainly
created more than a house decoration book. I highly recommend  it!”

party, “About the book. I had looked at the book and I really enjoy it..... She mentioned about her
grandmother - Estee Lauder - whom I admired. Another thing I liked about her (Aerin Lauder) in
this book that she related whatever ideas or projects she come up with, it would relate to what
her grandmother had taught her and she can come up some ideas of her own...... Thank You
Aerin Lauder for this book. (Also, I can see that you can be your own person as well - I feel that
is what she (Aerin Lauder) did).”

Mr K Andersson, “Coffee table book. stunning book , beautiful pictures and reading, looks
amazing on the coffee table”

sanny, “Just stunning. This book is beautiful full of lovely photographs of Aerin and her family and
her lovely homes.Although Aerin has had a very privileged life she comes across as very down
to earth.Everytime i look through this book it makes me smile..”



Madeleine, “Beautiful book. Great content. Perfect as a showcase book. Fast delivery. Would
recommend.”

bill c, “very beautiful. love this book. So full of gorgeous photos, that even if you don't have a New
York apartment or a place in the Hamptons, it doesn't matter. It can and will inspire you to make
your home even more beautiful and cosy. The focus is on comfort for the family and making
memories. This is a book I shall read again and again.”

Emma, “Five Stars. Lovely coffee table book. Interesting to peak into Aerin's life and her family”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 130 people have provided feedback.
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